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No.:AIBSNLEA/RAJ./2009-10/72                       Dated 18th September’ 2010 

To, 

 The General Secretary,  

 AIBSNLEA, CHQ.  

 New Delhi - 110 001. 

Sub: - Cancellation or held in abeyance of Inter Circle Transfer of SDEs (T) 

Sir, 

  In continuous of my letter even No.(42) dated 15/05/2010, (50)  dated 

17/07/2010 and several times discussion on telephone that seventeen SDEs of 

Rajasthan Circle, who have faced some disciplinary action in the past and have either 

been exonerated or their punishment is not in vague i.e. the currency of punishment 

is over, have been transferred out of circle vide BSNL  Corporate Office   letter 

no.21-01/2010-Pers.II dated 23/4/2010. 

  The issues was deeply discussed & brought to your kind notice with certain 

guideline/ Ruling of CVC of Government of India at the time of CWC GOA meeting. 

   I want to draw again your kind attention towards some guideline/ Ruling of 

CVC of Government of India which are helpful for further persuasion & favorable 

settlement of the issue.  

(1) Agreed/ODI list is applicable for public servant of gazetted status as per CVC 

guidelines issued vide letter no.263-23/2005-O&M/115 dated 05/09/2005 

endorsed by CVO, BSNL vide letter no.21-9/2009-VM-II/VA (part-i) dated 

15/12/2009 in which at page no. 4 also categorically mention that ODI list is 

prepared for above the junior management level for PSU,s (copy enclosed) 

 (2) As per CVC office order no.37/10/07 dated 18/10/2007 (The Gazette of India) 

clearly indicate that Agreed/ODI list to be prepared for E-7 scale and above for 

PSU,s (copy enclosed) 

  In view of above I, there fore request to you kindly peruse with full force for 

resolving the matter earliest by cancellation or held in abeyance the illegal transfer 

order till clarification about Agreed/ODI list preparation. The earlier 

correspondence having complete detail is enclosed herewith for necessary action 

please.  

         Thanking you sir                     Your Sincerely 

 

                                                     (O.P.JAT) 

                          Circle Secretary 

Enclose:-As above 
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